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Grid Kitchen Cart

Have product questions? Need technical support? 
Please feel free to contact us:

CustomerService@vevor.com

NEED HELP? CONTACT US!

This is the original manual, please read all the instructions carefully before 
operating. VEVOR reserves the right to interpret this user manual. The 

appearance of the product shall be subject to the product you received. 
Product technology or further software updates are subject to change 

without notice.

MODEL NO.: TR183636A3GW4C

MODEL NO.: TR301832B3CW
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CAUTION

ASSEMBLY PRECAUTIONS

Thank you using this product. In order to make sure that you can 
operate the machine correctly, read this instruction carefully before 
operation and keep it properly for future reference. Please be sure 
to read the precautions and safety rules in this page to ensure your 
safe use.

1.The maximum load bearing capacity is obtained by placing the 
weights equally on the top two wire shelves and the bottom wire 
basket !
2.Do not place all the weights on the same layer !
3.The placement time under the maximum load bearing capacity 
shall not exceed 1 hour !

1.Please assemble the product in strict accordance with the 
instructions. Incorrect assembly could be hazardous.
2.Please wear safety goggles and work gloves properly during 
assembly.
3.Do not try to assemble the product when feeling tired or when 
under the influence of alcohol, drugs or medication.
4.Load bearing capacity and other product parameters are applied 
to the properly and completely assembled product only.

USE PRECAUTIONS
1.This product is not a toy. Do not allow children to play with or get 
access to this item.
2.Follow the intended uses only. Do not sit or stand on the cart.
3.Check carefully before each use. Do not use if parts get loosened 
or damaged.
4.Use on flat, level, and hard surfaces only.
5.Do not exceed the listed load bearing capacity. Tighten all the 
knobs securely before placing weights on. Be aware of the dynamic 
load bearing capacity! Sudden load changes may temporarily cause 
excessive load, resulting in product failure.

PRODUCT PARAMETERS

Model NO. Static load 
bearing

Dynamic load
 bearing PP Mat

TR183636A3GW4C

TR301832B3CW

Max. 661.38 Pounds
（About 300 Kg）

Max. 661.38 Pounds
（About 300 Kg）

Max. 352.74 Pounds
（About 160 Kg）

Max. 352.74 Pounds
（About 160 Kg）

PP Mat for Wire Shelf * 2
PP Mat for Wire Basket * 1

No
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

For additional information regarding the parts listed below, please 
refer to the Assembly Diagram of this manual. Unwrap and separate 
all parts in a clear work area. 

NO. A B C D

Name

Parts

Quantity 2PCS 1PC 4PCS 1PC

Wire Shelf Wire Basket Pole Handle

NO. E F G H I

Name

Parts

Quantity 28PCS 4PCS 6PCS 2PCS 1PC

Plastic Clip Caster Pole
PP Mat for 
Wire Shelf   

PP Mat for 
Wire 
Basket



ASSEMBLY STEPS
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STEP 1:
Screw the Casters (F) into the bottom of each Pole (C) by wrench. 
Then snap a pair of Plastic Clips (E) on the same lower grooves of 
each pole. Make sure the arrow of all plastic clips is pointed up, and 
the grooves of the pole are covered by the convex line of the plastic 
clips.

STEP 2:
Please make sure that you have the Wire Basket (B) correct way up. 
Keep collar gap of the basket downward. Then slide it from the top 
of each pole down onto the plastic clips until there is snug fit.



E-mail: CustomerService@vevor.com
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STEP 3:
Set the cart upright. Refer to Step 1 and 2 to snap plastic clips on 
the same grooves of each pole at your desired position and 
assemble the fist Wire Shelf (A) first. And then snap plastic clips on 
the same grooves of two poles and slide the Handle (D) down onto 
the plastic clips as shown in the figure below.

STEP 4:
Refer to Step 3 to snap plastic clips on the top grooves of each pole 
and assemble the remaining wire shelf.
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STEP 5:
Hang the 6 pieces Hooks (G) onto the side of the top wire shelf 
frame as shown in the figure below.

STEP 6 (Only for TR183636A3GW4C):
Put the PP Mat (I) onto the wire basket as shown in the figure below. 
Similarly, place two pieces of PP Mats (H) on two wire shelves 
respectively.
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STEP 7
Firmly push down the corers of each shelf and basket by Rubber 
Mallet to make all the shelves and basket secure onto the plastic 
clips. Now the three-tier utility cart is completely assembled.

MODEL NO.: TR183636A3GW4C

MODEL NO.: TR301832B3CW
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